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Abstract

The Covid-19 has plunged the world into a pandemic where there is no specific cure yet. Scientists
around the world are researching and running trials to find highly effective prevention methods and
cure. There are three major existing medical approaches which have developed systematic methods to
diagnose ,prevent and treat diseases , the TCM, evidence based medicine and systems medicine which
are practiced worldwide,.This paper aims to discuss how the approaches have contributed to
developing therapeutics for Covid-19 so far, which could also guide the development of future
preventative, diagnostic and treatment methods for Covid-19 and other diseases. Systems medicine is
the relative novel research paradigm established on the basis of an entire system (individualized) to
view the human body in an whole systemic picture, implementing the integrated approach of systems
biology and synthetic Biology coupled models,whereas precision medicine is the clinical mode of
systems medicine, also acting as the personalized and translational medicine research model. The
systems medicine approach highlight on the analysis of the etiology of the patient's disease, stresses
on analyzing the individual's psychosomatic relationship, physique, gene diversity, and focuses on
the overall effect caused by the complex relations or molecular interactions between diseases,
making use of advanced technologies including computational simulation ,virtual reality, 3D
printing technology, cell engineering treatment method and tissue regeneration in prevention,
making diagnoses and providing treatments for diseases.

Background:
On the 11th March 2020, WHO believed that
Covid-19 could be assessed as a pandemic,
calling out to the world for rapid actions and
measures to be taken in containing Covid-19[1].
Efforts are taken by health care workers,
scientists, experts and institutions from over the
world, racing to discover or develop effective
drugs , vaccines and treatments as there is no
readily available specific drugs for COVID-19.
By the 20th October 2020, the total cumulative
number of confirmed cases all over the globe has
reached 40118333 , the number of cumulative

death tolls reached 1114749 all over the
globe[2].
The SARS-CoV-2 virus bears strong similarity
to Sars-Cov and mainly enter cells by utilizing
its spike(S) glycoproteins which is
complementary to the angiotensin converting
enzyme 2 receptors in the epithelial cells of the
lungs.[3]Moreover one study shows that there
are many mutations on the diagnostic targets of
COVID-19 widely used around the globe which
increases difficulty in diagnosis , developing of
vaccines or cure to combat COVID-19.[4]
Patients infected by SARS-CoV-2 could be
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asymptomatic but are carriers of SARS-CoV-2
that are contagious and such patients are more
difficult to distinguish from the rest of the
population[5]. However mild Covid-19 manifest
symptoms similar to a common cold.
SARS-CoV-2 infection could cause diarrhea,
severe lower respiratory illness in patients, in
severe cases, acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), COVID-19 associated cytokine storm
syndrome leading to multiorgan failure and
death.[6,7] Non-pharmaceutical interventions
such as wearing masks, hand hygiene ,
disinfection of surfaces,social distancing and self
isolation are educated to the general public to
contain the spread of Covid-19[8].In addition
extensive testing, the closure of schools,
quarantine methods, city lock down are enforced
by governments in emergencies to curb the
transmission.[9,10]

Until present, there are three major
systematic medical approaches which
have developed systematic methods to
diagnose ,prevent and treat diseases ,
that are practiced around the world,
One existing approach is the traditional
and alternative medicine, widely
practised in China. For instance, the
traditional Chinese medicine is widely
used in China during the Covid-19
pandemic, caused by the pathogen
SARS-CoV-2 posing a huge threat to the
public health worldwide.

Traditional medicine approach
TCM is a widely accepted medical approach in
China for the prevention, diagnoses and
treatment of various diseases.TCM is deeply
rooted in China with an accumulation of
experience for over thousands of years.
Combinations of Chinese herbal medicine
were widely used in the SARS-COV outbreak
in 2003 which are again used in the prevention
care of COVID-19 in Wuhan and other

provinces in China.[12]Then there’s another
study in which an extensive analysis on the
Chinese herbal medicine Lian Hua Qing Wen
was conducted with the outcome that it could act
as an antiviral therapeutic intervening the
cytokine storm syndrome[13].However in
modern society , the Chinese population have
become accustomed to western medicine ,
therefore modern TCM health care institutions in
China often provide care based on an integration
of Chinese medicine and western medicine.
During the Covid-19 pandemic, apart from
providing supportive care with antibiotics,or
antivirals , patients with COVID-19 are treated
with individualized herbal prescriptions,as a
combination of western medicine and traditional
Chinese herbal medicine appear to have lowered
the mortality rate [14-15].In northeast
Chongqing, Chinese patent drugs that contain
herbal remedies used to treat COVID-19 cases
include: Reduning injection, Suhuang Zhike
capsule, and Xuebijing. Moreover, the Chinese
herbs used to treat COVID-19 basically include
glycyrrhiza, ephedra, bitter almond, gypsum,
reed root, amomum, and trichosanthes
[16].Chinese patent medicines are the modern
products of TCM, also acting as potential
candidate therapeutic drugs in combating
Covid-19 , which could also be implemented in
the prevention of suspected cases and high-risk
population though more evidence need to be
gathered while sharing clinical experience in
providing TCM care to the Covid-19 cases to
health care providers worldwide [17].

Experimental medicine(C.Bernard,1865)
and evidence based medicine, namely
the widely practiced western medicine.
Among which belong the experimental
medicine to the research paradigm, of
which the evidence based medicine is its
clinical mode.However,the traits and
defects depend on its medical statistics



model, percentage of effectiveness and
percentage of risk ratio.

Evidence based medicine approach
Knowledge of the SARS-CoV-2 gene pool could
optimize the and vaccine production. In addition,
evaluation on the role of non-structure and
accessory proteins encrypted in the pathogen
will give us insights into its mechanisms in
bringing causing harm to the human health[18].
Despite no specific treatment is known for
Covid-19 , there are reports of antivirals, and
antibiotics and glucocorticoids been clinically
used although the WHO has not made
suggestions in this aspect[19].

Covid-19 Management
Supportive care, e.g. oxygenation, and fluid
management are provided widely for mild and
more severe cases.In severe covid-19 cases,
patients with ARDs are put under ventilation
or endotracheal intubation , or ECMO according
to circumstances and availability.[20].

Application of anti-viral medication during
the pandemic
The antiviral remdisivir was approved for
emergency use by FDA on 8th May
2020 .Moreover a study in Italy concludes that
the use of remdesivir was associated positive
effect on the survival of severe patients under
mechanical vention [21]. However， in March
2020 ,WHO coordinated a WHO solidarity trial
on remdesivir ,Hydrochloroquine,Lopinavir and
Interferon-β1a.2, concluding that they have little
or no effect on Covid-19 impatients on death
rate ,ventilation or on the length of
hospitalization days[22].Another study shows
that hydrochloroquine prophylaxis treatment is
ineffective in macaque and hamster Sars-Cov-2
disease models[23].Then, dexamethasone used
intravenously with standard care was concluded
to have effects in less ventilator days in

Covid-19 patients with moderate to severe
ARDS[24].

Convalescent plasma
A trial of applying convalescent plasma in
treating Covid-19 came to the conclusion that
this approach isn’t effective in preventing the
mild cases from developing into severe cases,
however due to the limitations in the trial this
conclusion has yet to be confirmed by more
researches[25].In another study in China the
results could lead to the conclusion that
convalescent plasma could relieve the symptoms
and lower mortality in severe cases of
COVID-19[26].One concern is whether
convalescent plasma is a safe enough method
to apply , but then in a case study the results
suggested that the transfer of convalescent
plasma is even safe enough with a patient in a
SARS-CoV-2 infected patient with
immunoglobulin G(IgG)k multiple myeloma
although she was treated for her diease[27].

Monoclonal antibodies
A study shows that IgA antibody such as
MAb362, may be successful in preventing
Covid-19,by binding with Sars-Cov-2 spike
proteins, as competition to ACE2, thus
undermining the virus invasion into the human
body cell[28].Another study suggests the use of
a combination of some single monoclonal
antibodies ,so called a “cocktail of antibodies”
instead of one type of antibody, with other
antibodies acting as backup antibodies in case
the spike proteins should escape notice.Trials
were run in monkeys although we have wait for
more evidence about effectiveness[29].

Cytokine filter
Hemodialysis is suggested in a study that
suggests by the use of cytokine filter to decrease
the cytokine storm in an effort to preserve the
life of a severe Covid-19 patient in the study and
it came to the conclusion that it was effective,



but implementation at earlier stages of the
disease would prevent permanent damages [30].

Stem Cell therapy
treatment method against Covid-19. Many tests
of this approach are ongoing . [31].

Development of vaccines.
Vaccine is used in for prevention of Covid-19
and there are many different ongoing vaccine
trials in the world[31].A significant obstacle
for developing an ideal vaccine or therapeutic
agent is that it takes a lot of time, which could
take months or even several years for
researchers to develop, takes time putting it
under clinical trial and gathering data, ensure
its safe, mass produce, standardize, evaluate,
approve, and commercialize etc.

Systems medicine approach
As advanced new technologies are constantly
developing in medicine , there’s a novel
approach that could bring hope in providing
solutions to the Covid-19 pandemic，the systems
medicine and precision medicine. Systems
medicine is the research paradigm established on
the basis of an entire system (individualized) to
view the human body in an whole systemic
picture, implementing the integrated approach of
systems biology and synthetic Biology coupled
models ， whereas precision medicine is the
clinical mode of systems medicine, also acting
as the personalized and translational medicine
research model. Systems medicine is an
advanced approach developed and based on the
foundation of traditional medicine and evidence
based medicine. Systems medicine is not merely
about the analysis of data and statistics, but it
can adapt to the complexity and syndromes of
the disease of the individual patient to find
personalized treatment methods. The systems
medicine approach highlight on the analysis of
the etiology of the patient's disease, stresses
on analyzing the individual's psychosomatic

relationship, physique, gene diversity, and
focuses on the overall effect caused by the
complex relations or molecular interactions
between diseases,making use of advanced
technologies including computational
simulation ,virtual reality, 3D printing
technology, cell engineering treatment method
and tissue regeneration in prevention, making
diagnoses and providing treatments for
diseases.

In one study it is believed that the systems
medicine approach can use data to build
genome-scale metabolic models in studying the
function of enzymes and pathways in the context
of a complete metabolic network, which benefit
towards the development of personalized
medicine[32]. An example of systems
medicine approach implementation in cancer
treatment would be the CAR-T
immunotherapy which is successful in treating
haematological malignancies. In 2017 FDA
approved Kymriah as cure for acute
lymphoblastic leukemia and Yescarta for large
B cell lymphoma which are quite expensive
[33].The CAR-T has gone under evolution and
there are currently three generations of CAR ,
it has low efficacy on solid tumours and has
reccurance of malignancies, and side effects
[34].Immunotherapy has the potential to bring
solutions to the Covid-19 crisis[35].

Cytokine storm
Moreover CAR-T immunotherapy causes
cytokine release a problem as seen in
Covid-19[36].Hence,excessive
cytokine/chemokine release can cause
hyperinflflammation, which leads to severe
complications of the disease including
pneumonitis, acute lung injury (ALI), ARDS,
shock, vascular hyper permeability, organ failure,
and death[37]. Tocilizumab, a monoclonal
antibody (Mab) targeting the IL-6R is used for
rheumatic conditions and is also co-labelled by



the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
for treatment with CAR-T therapy,which might
be repurposed for treatment for
Covid-19[38].According to the website
clinicaltrials.gov there are currently at least 16
clinical trials ongoing to assess the efficacy of
blocking IL-6R in COVID-19 patients with
cytokine storm syndrome[39].

NK Cell therapy
However, CAR-NK cell could have anti cancer
effects, the long-term anti-cancer effect is not
yet known[40]NK-cell therapy provide prospects
for the prevention and cure of Covid-19 as
CAR-NK cells could be designed to combat
virus infected cells. CAR-NK cells may also
utilized as an off-the-shelf tool alone or in
combination with other therapeutic methods for
viruses[41].However,(NJ, USA; www.
celularity.com) has produced an allogeneic and
off-the-shelf NK cell which are cryopreserved ,
CYNK-001, derived from placental stem cells
for treating leukemia and multiple myeloma[42].
NK cell mediated antiviral activity bring
potential in COVID-19 treatment.[43].

Vaccine
Successful vaccines shoud be able to prevent
Covid-19 infection,initialize long term immunity
or prevent severe infections or lower the
mortality rates in infections[44].Various vaccines
candidates are going under trial in the world and
some are going under phase III clinical
trials.However,it is possible that there will only
be enough evidence of efficacy against death
rate and severe illness among populations to be
gathered after been approved through large
studies [45].Different vaccines include nucleic
acid vaccines, live attenuated vaccines, protein
or peptide subunit vaccines and viral -vectored
vaccines which are reviewed in other
papers[46-47].T cells, especially CD4+ and
CD8+, are needed in inducing an adequate
immune response to producing a long-term

memory in the immune system. A review
describes the necessity of T cell response against
SARS-CoV-2 and its potential in developing a
novel vaccine[48]. In a study ,the data point out
that it is important to design COVID-19 vaccines
which co-engage T cells in addition to B cells.
They also highlight the usefulness of unravelling
matched T cell responsiveness, phenotypes and
antigenic epitopes in the context of the main
human HLA haplotypes for development of both
vaccines and TCR based diagnostics for this
complex disease[49].

T cell therapy
Appropriate T-cell counts and adequate T-cell
activation and expansion in numbers are
recorded in COVID-19 convalescent
patients[50]. In a study it is suggested that
alone the utilization of immune checkpoint
inhibitors or combined application of immune
checkpoint inhibitors with anti-inflammatory
drugs would enhance T-cell responses against
the culprit virus that causes the Covid-19
crisis[51].

Designing competitive inhibitors for S protein
Designing protein inhibitors to target the viral S
protein by computational methods, would be
another approach in combating SARS-CoV-2.In
a study the inhibitor competes with ACE2 in
binding to S protein with higher binding affinity
to ACE2[52].In another study “ACE2 receptor
traps” are designed for the intervention of virus
entry[53].

SARS-CoV-2 neutraling antibodies
In a research report, 206 RBD-specifc
monoclonal antibodies were obtained from
single B cells from 8 Covid-19 patients. Human
antibodies that can neutralize SARS-CoV-2 are
found which with competes with ACE2 in
binding to RBD, thus impair viral entry and
these antibodies might bring advantage
developing antibody therapies for Covid-19[54].



Discussion
We believe that the current approaches of
treatments are based on some rational that makes
sense. However in the case of antivirals , it
shortens time to repurpose existing medications
in combating the pandemic when compared with
developing an entirely new medication, but until
now we haven’t yet been able to repurpose a
medication that are most certainly effective for
SARS-CoV-2. In one study it was suggested that
antibodies produced in mild Covid-19 cases
might have will disappear approximately in three
months after recovery, therefore it seem to pose
a question of whether a successful vaccination
will be able to provide long-term immunity to
people[55]. On the other hand,with the
mutations occurring all the time and we there are
aspects about the virus that’s still a mystery to be
unravelled, which means we are not entirely sure
whether each individual type of vaccine will
effectively prevent the majority of the population
from catching Covid-19 . A cocktail of vaccines
or a series of vaccine prevention regimens could
be utilized to elicit a cocktail of effective
antibody responses or immune responses to
ensure long-term immunity. As it takes time to
find answers, we cannot yet be absolutely certain
which vaccine or which combination will work
highly effectively. Moreover multiple
interventions might be needed at each stage of
the disease, therefore it’s also essential for
patients to get diagnosed early, which could

sometimes pose difficulty in mild or
asymptomatic covid-19 patients as they could
show mild symptoms or none at all. Synthetic
biology could also be used to synthesize
medication and vaccine in apart from using the
traditional ways. Multidisciplinary collaboration
would be needed to find solutions to contend
with the current Covid-19 crisis. Systems
biology would guide scientists to adapt vaccines
to mutations of SARS-CoV-2. Moreover
multiple individualized therapeutic methods
could be put under ongoing surveillance.

However, since Covid-19 recovery depend on
successful immune reactions, immunotherapy
methods could offer contributions to developing
successful therapies for Covid-19. It is probable
that patient immune cells could be modified or
engineered or expanded and then utilized to
target the virus infected cells. Engineering or
expanding antibodies to neutralize the
SARS-CoV-2 virus is another probability.To
prolong or boost T-cell memory of previous
immune reaction to prevent the recurrence of the
Covid-19, or useful immune cells could be taken
from the individual during the onset of the
disease to be expanded in the lab and given back
to the individual’s body immune system to
eradicate the virus leading to full
recovery.However, further research are needed to
prove or realize all the above hypotheses[56-57].
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